Piglet (E.J.) Evans
219 W. 106th St., 1-E, New York, NY  10025-3663
e-mail:  piglet@panix.com   phone:  646-596-7024

Capabilities
Proficient in modern web toolkits and open source software packages and languages such as Perl, PHP, MySQL, Mason (HTML templates), DBI (Perl database interfaces).

Install, configure & customize common web products such as Drupal, WordPress, RT.

Work with both crowd-sourced and local designers, or customer’s own design layouts.

Legacy Skills: LISP (Common, Scheme, Zeta), C, C++, Pascal, Fortran, sh, Sybase,  NeXTStep/OpenStep, MacOS, DOS, VMS, TI Explorer, RS6000.

Professional Experience

Panix Public Access Unix Networks, Director of Technical Support	9/08 to 2/15
Manage phone & email support department.  Assist customers, update documentation.  Special projects (new ticketing system, inbox cleaner) & web programming (internally & for customers) as needed.

Evolution Online Systems, Senior Partner	6/95 to 10/01
Ran new software development for web shop specializing in networked application software.  Full-cycle system development, including documentation & quality assurance, on most projects.  Major projects included Bluefly (discount designer clothing website), Nature (web accompaniment to monthly publications, published by the individual editors), Chicago Academy of Science (interactive museum exhibit), Intranetics (an intranet-in-a-box, packaged software).

Empath Pathology Systems 	7/94 to 6/95
Converted DOS scripts to Windows environment for mutual fund analysis tool.

Voyager Publishing	4/94 to 6/94
Assisted the production manager; tested educational CDroms in Quality Assurance.

Freelance Developer, multiple projects	8/93 to 3/94

AGS/Bell Labs, Software Design Consultant 	6/92 to 7/93
Updated to meet changing needs of government customers a small expert system for assisting with video-conference equipment scheduling, set-up and diagnosis.

Artificial Intelligence Technologies, Knowledge Engineer	5/91 to 6/92
Wrote small expert system for accessing NOAA satellite data. Designed and implemented algorithm for quickly determining relationship between geographical area of interest and satellite orbit.

Texas Instruments, Software Design Engineer/Technical Lead	8/86 to 4/91
Led a team of 6 engineers in designing, prototyping and building an expert system for weapons prebriefing.  Designed procedures for and conducted knowledge acquisition and rule system development.  Wrote full-cycle system documentation and user manuals.

Publications

WisConDB 	2009 to 2011
An open-source database and web application for convention programming, originally developed for WisCon. It handles registration of users, suggesting of panels or other program items, scheduling, and assignment.  http://code.google.com/p/wiscondb/

"The Role of Knowledge Acquisition in the Development of a Medium-sized Expert System", Proceedings of the Aerospace Applications of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI) Conference, 1989.

Education

Virginia Tech, M.A. candidate (ABT), Artificial Intelligence	1986
Worked as a teaching assistant, teaching COBOL, Basic and Fortran, and as a research assistant in the University statistics office.

College of Charleston, B.A., Computer Science	1984
Worked as a computer operator, performing system administration duties such as setting up accounts and running student jobs, and as a tutor in computer science and math.
